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ABSTRACT II. BACKGROUND

High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter systems After 8 years in service, the K-3 filters were highly
that are contaminated with radionuclides are part of the contaminated with 13_Csand 9°Sr. An upgrade system to
nuclear fuel processing systems conducted by the U.S. replace the K-3 filters with "washable" filters was
Department of Energy (DOE) and require replacement established. The upgraded system allowed for the use of
and safe and efficient disposal for plant safety. Two K-3 water to wash down the K-3 duct and to eliminate the

HEPA filters were removed from service, placed in burial source term. The filters were designated as mixed waste
boxes, buried, and safely and efficiently stabilized because of the presence of dioctyl phthalate (DOP) from
remotely, which reduced radiation exposure to personnel the past efficiency testing. Disposal of this type of
and the environment. Category 3 mixed waste, in accordance with facility waste

acceptance criteria, required a 300-year confinement
I. INTRODUCTION period. Stabilization provided a timely, cost-effective

solution while maintaining safety in operations.
The processing of nuclear fuel has been conducted at Stabilization also provided a physical means to meet the

the Hartford Site since 1944. Early in the Hanford Site void-fill requirement for disposal. The plan for disposal
operation, the 221-B (B Plant) canyon building was used and stabilization of these filters was approved by the DOE
to separate plutonium from uranium and bulk fission Richland Operations Office. The Washington State
products in irradiated fuel. The Waste Encapsulation and Department of Ecology also was notified of the disposal.
Storage Facility (WESF) was built and placed in service
at the Hanford Site in 1974. Strontium and cesium III. DISCUSSION

solution products were transferred from B Plant to WESF,

converted, so!idified, and encapsulated. The K-3 HEPA The K-3 filter comprises HEPA filter assemblies,
filter system "is part of the WESF. The filter system which'Tcontain two filter banks each. Each bank consists

provided the final stage of air filtration for the canyon and of six individual HEPA filters. Physical dimensions of
process cells before exiting the facility, each filter bank, including the support strucm_'e, are

4.9 m by 1.5 m by 2.4 m, lateral, transverse, and vertical
dimensions, respectively. The filter assembly is





constructedof carbon steel, with a weight of 2,825 kg. Five access portswere installedin the lid of each burial
Analysis of the filters indicated that each was box: threeaccess ports forstabilizationmaterialinjection,
contaminatedprimarily with cesium andstrontium,which oneport fora neutronlogging instrumentationaccess, and
had radiation levels based on the chamber radiation one port for a HEPA filter tree to accommodate air
monitor of 4.1 x 10.3 and 3.3 x 10.3 C/kg, respectively, displaced from the burial box during stabilization.
Replacement of these filters was necessary for plant Radiationdose rates 1.0 m from the burial box were 6.1
safety, x 104 and 5.5 x 104 C/kg. The burial boxes were

transportedto a solid waste burialtrenchandburiedto a
A. Cold Demonstration depth that provided 0.7 m of soil cover over the top of

the burial box. The soil cover was used to reduce the

Before the disposal of the contaminated filters could radiation exposure to personnel during the stabilization
be initiated, a cold (i.e., uncontaminated) disposal void-fill operation.
demonstration of a K-3 filter was conducted at the

Hanford Geoteclmieai Development and Test Facility An inert material formulation,used to stabilize the
(HGDTF). This facility is a National Environmental filter banks while reducing radiation exposure, was
Protection Agency (NEPA)-approved facility for designed and tested to meet the void fill requirementsas
demonstrationofgeotechnieal operations, stated in WHC (1994), Hanford Site Solid Waste

Acceptance Criteria. Qualitycontrol of the formulation,
Demonstration was required to test the equipment by continuousinspectionandtesting,was completedin the

necessary for filter stabilization; to ensure disposal field during the filterstabilization.The inert stabilization
operations could be completed safely and efficiently; to material was tested for flow characteristics, length
ensure the center chamberof the filtercould be breached change,compressives_rength,andliquidphase separation.
using an engineered injection assembly and the flter and All testing was _onducted using American Society for
burialbox could be filled with stabilization material; and Testing and Materials or U.S. EnvironmentalProtection
to ensurethe stabilizationfill would meet the requirements Agency protocols.
forvoid-fill (> 90%open void volume).

Flow characteristicswere measuredat 27.1 s. Length
An uncontaminatedfilter was placed in a burial box changemeasurementswere c_qculatedat0.0_ andliquid

mock up, buried at the HGDTF with 0.6 m of soil cover, phase separation was negligible. Compressive tests of
and stabilized using geot_hnical pumping equipment, an samples takenfromthe field (testedat 3, 7, and 28 days)
injection assembly and fill monitoringequipment. After yielded strengthsof 4.4 x 106Pa, 10.7 x 106Pa, and 15.5
stabilization, the filter was exhumed and a post-mortem x 106Pa, respectively. Hydraulicconductivitytests were
exam was conducted to assess the efficiency of the conducted in a flexiblewall permeameterusing 2.6 x l&
stabilization demonstration. Site safety, nuclear safety, lateral confining pressureand 2.4 x 106Pa porepressure.
burial grounds, and geotechnieal engineering personnel The test was terminatedafter 672 hours, when no flow
evaluated thecold-filter stabilization.The lid of theburial was observed.
box was removed for physical verification of the burial
box void-fill. The chambers of the filter were cored, Severalinnovativeengineeringchangeswere required
using diamond core drilling and retrieval methods, to void-fill the burialbo_escontaining these HEPAfilters
throughthe top of the filter to verify the void-fill within successfully. Preliminary testing was conducted on one
each chamber. The successful filter stabilization HEPA filterpanel to determineif the inert materialslurry
demonstrationallowed forminormodifications to be made would break throughthe filter, thus filling the isolated
to procedures and equipment from "lessons learned," center chamber of the filter system. A 1.4-m slurry
before the disposal of contaminatedfilters was initiated, hydraulic head failed to break through the filter.

Therefore, the centerchamberof the HEPA filter system
B. Disposal Operations must be physicallybreachedfrom the exterior and filled

to overcome the buoyancy of the filter during the
Disposal of contaminatedfilters was accomplished by stabilization void-fill operation. To accomplish this, a

removing the filters from the plgnt, placing each filter in 7.6-cm flanged-and-valvedaccesspipe was installed in the
a separateburial box, and transportingthe burial boxes to lid of the burial box at a location that would not
a solid-waste burial trench for disposal. Each burial box compromise the structural integrity of the lid and would
was 5.8 m by 2.1 m by 3.0 m, lateral, transverse, and allow access to the topof the centerchamberof the filter.
vertical dimensions, respectively. The filter burial boxes A drill rod/inert material injection tube with associated
were constructed of lO-cm-thicksteel-reinforced concrete.



spacers was engineered and fabricated to breach the filter- radius, which minimized the number of personnel and the
system center chamber (Figure 1). The valve was radiation exposure time. The boom was coupled with an
detached from the access port flange. The drill-rod/inert- elastomer tube fitted with an isolation ball valve and
material injection tube was inserted into the top of the quick-disconnect fittings.
filter and was attached to a magnetic base drill, which
was secured to a steel plate placed on the soil cover The slurry material was introduced at an injection
adjacent to the flanged access port. The center chamber of rate of 2.8 x 10.3 m3/s into the burial box in two rifts with

the filter system was breached using the drill rod/inert a minimum curing time between lifts of 72 hours
material injection tube. The drill rod was sacrificed into (Figure 2). A volume of inert slurry material equal to
the filter chamber while the inert material tube was approximately 90% of the calculated volume of the center

inserted into the drilled hole. Then the inert material tube filter chamber was injected into the center chamber. The
was attached to access port flange and associated valve, injection was discontinued before the chamber was

completely filled to keep from over filling the center
Figure 1. Drill-Rod Injection Tube Assembly. chamber and spreading contamination within the burial

box. An additional 9 m3 of inert material slurry was

pumped into the burial box through a secondary access
port. Once set, the inert material secured the filter within
the burial box and eliminated the possibility of floating the

_ _ filter.

T_e After the curing cycle, 30 m3 of inert-material slurry
ecam ---9, was pumped into the burial box, completing the second

lift. The height of the slurry within the burial box wasHIPAFIW
_ continuously monitored to ensure that the box would not

-I<__ _,<-,,=eu I be over filled; overfilling could breach the burial box and"_^ _ -_ spread contamination. Elevation changes within the burial
e_ -- box were measured by neutron thermalization logging

cw,mc_mmr (alpha, neutron reaction), using a 241-Americium-
The inert material slurry was introduced into each Beryllium source and detector. The source-detector

burial box by pumping through a pump system with a assembly was lowered through a closed steel tube installed

maximum injection rate of 3.6 x 10.2 m3/s st an outfall in the burial box. Background counts at numerous
pressure of approximately 9 x 106 Pa. Pumping was locations were made before the inert material was
accomplished from an adjacent area outside the radiation- injected. The change in detector count rate was
control zone through a remotely operated, 32-m, four- significantly different between counts in air (background)
section, "roll and fold" boom, with a 6.45-radian slewing and counts in slurry. The assembly was raised above the

Figure 2. HEPA Filter Stabilization Stages.
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slurry interface and counts taken every 60 s. As the NOMENCLATURE
interface reached the detector elevation, the change in
count rate was significantly reduced, such that the m distancein meters
elevation of the interface was determined within an s time in seconds
accuracy of 5 x lff 2 m. C/kg Coulombper kilogram

Sv dose equivalent when the absorbed dose of
The stabilizationand void-fill of these HEPA filters ionizingradiationmultipliedby the dimensionless

was completed within a radiologically controlled area. factorsQ (qualityfactor)and N (productof any
Personnel working in thecontrolledareawere requiredto other multiplying factors) stipulated by the
wear anticontamination clothing, to follow explicit International Commission of Radiological
radioiogical work procedures, and to comply with the Protectionis one joule per kilogram
requirements of a radiation work permit. Material and Pa pressureor stressof onenewtonper squaremeter
personnel were continuouslymonitoredby health physics m3/s volumeper unit time
personnel for beta/gamma contamination. Displacement
air from within the burialbox was exhausted through a
small HEPA filter bank, interfaced with a negative
pressure system, and was monitored for radioactive
contamination. The HEPA filter bank and negative REFERENCE
pressuresystemwere disposed of withintheburialground
trenchafter use. WHC, "HanfordSite Solid Waste AcceptanceCriteria,"

WHC-EP-O063-4,WestinghouseHanfordCompany,
IV. CONCLUSIONS Richland,Washington, 1994.

This task was completed per the work plan, in
accordancewith radioactivework proceduresand permits
and demonstrated safe and effective technologies for the
stabilization and void-fill of burial containers that hold
radioactive materials. The calculated void-fill volume
compared to the volume placed yields a 94% void-fill
exceeding the 90% requirement. Radiation levels were
reduced from 3 x 10.4Sv at the groundsurface above the
burial box to backgroundafter stabilization.
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